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::z::c :y: hi fo .-
a ec:s:on of The Crininol in :ries Coe:on Eor. The grounds

A of the apolication can be nurnarje under o headingo: firs: of all
that the Board misdirected ther.celver an to the orcoer 2ri of
:roof to apply; on second1y :h: there no prone: r::enial on

the Board could cooe to the decision :hich 1: did.
B

This is an apnlicaYon :hich has caued the court none
difficulty and I regard the ec±sjon v.hich I have cone t OF being
very much a border-line decion on the szteniol before re.

-

The facts of the matter have to be ascertained fran a series ofC
documents. When I say the facts of the matter, I am not referring to

what actually happened ::hen the Arplicant received his injuries, but I

am referring to the evidence --:hich as before the Board. This is due
tc the fact that the Board does not take a transcript of the proceedings

and, therefore, notes taken by various people have to be relied upon for
what occurred. It was agreed, in view of the second issue to which I
have refered, that this was an appropriate case in which I should have.

F regard td those
notes. CornpLictions were, however, created badause

the Applicant only exhibited the notes of evidence which were taken by

his solicitor very shortly before the hearing and at a stage when it

was impossible for the Pesponients to take full instnictions upon those

F notes and, in particular, when they were unable to communicate with the

Clerk of the Board who had been present at the hearing.

The Clerk bad prepared, on a date subsecuent to the hearing,

a resume of what Occurred., that reswn bearing a date some four days

G later than the hearing. Peluctantly, Mr. Sheridan, in the circumstances,

felt he had no alternative but to allow
that note to go before re as part

of the material on which to consider, this application. But I should

make it abundantly clear that I really have paid little, if an: attentionH to that.note and, indeed, I have fully in mind it5 ather unreliable
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OVen:-: on he n:. h::- n.

The :1 --:u ::on:en hI:h nve nine :0 - :-i- f:: '—:—-en-• I
A

in esnonce, a:e no: In dinpue. On sunday, p7th ray, 97T, a O r.n. a

nan cane :o the .npii:an: 'a house near Leaherhed and -ed the Ap11ican:

hether he --an -. Prior. The Aprlicarit said th:: he anna—i Jie ran

preeaded he had cone :0 deliver le:ter to :he 2Icar- :a ncveB -
an envelope. The non then ro ced a a::n—of F. u: onl rho the

Applicant in. the lea. The inciden: hod nil the hallmn:d-:r, haefore of

being a fencnaiht t—rb', --hich is the ;h:-use - in

c .:niting, :0 :-:hich I shall refer hereaf:er. On that dencrp-ion, he

inference is drawn that the Applicant -as acquainted ih he nan -:ao

shot hin.

Peg:-e::abl-, the Aoplicar sus:agne serious Iaju:-ies and

D there can be no daub: that if he has a clam agoins: the Cninir.al injuvie

Board, then it is a aubstantiaJ. clam. So there is, deoendinc' on the

outcome of this application, a large sum by way of compensation at stake.
-

- The entitlenent — and that is almost an arpropriate word to

F- use in relation to a claim against the Board is dependent upon the

Scheme. The relevant parts of the Scheme which was in existence at the

time of the decision are as follows.

-

Paragraph 5 of the Scheme reads: 'The Board will entertain
F

- arplications for ex ratia paent of compensation in any case, where the

applicant or in the case of an application by a spouse or dependant

the deceased sustained in Great Britain ..... personal injury a:-tributb1e
to a crime of violence " I do not need to read the renainder of

G
that pararraph for the purccses of :his case.

The other relevant paragraph is paragraph 17: The Board will

reduce the amount of conpensation or reject the application altogether if,

H having regard to the conduct of the victim, including his conduct before



and afie the e:en vinC re to the- n o hth C and

ray of life it is inocptopriate that he- should be :onted a full -A
or any a-ard at all."

In connectiofl 'ith those to prnrnphr, I shouli just ef-:
:0 graph 71, .'hioh, for the present purpose, atys: ' the

i i11 be for the arplacan: to not:e out his coseB

There is an €lanato' statement '--hich hs he-en r:ern:-ed by
the Board, rhich can be read rith the gcheme. Ba far s.c paragraph 17

is concerned, the explanation is: 'The nbserva-.ons -hich folIo are
intended to indicate the anproach which the Board has usually odorted
in various circumstances but the Board's discretion is in no way limited
by what is stated and each case ill be decided in the liz-h: of tt own

particular circunstances. A. Conduct. 1. Conduct in This Paragrarh
D means something which is reprehensible or provocative, sanethinc which

can fairly be described as bad conduct or misconduc'. . There is no
limitation- upon the sort of conduct that nay be taken into consideration
but the Board will not think in tes of contributory negligence when

E acting under this clause."

Later on in that paragraph, under the
heading "Failure to

Co—operate with the Police", it reads: "1. The Board attach inortance

to the duty of the victim of crime to co—operate with the police with a
F

- view to the offender being apPrehended and convicted. Failure to

co—operate with the police usually results in no award being made, but

each case will be consider-ed on its
merits. 2. Fear of repriSals is

not as a general rule a valid excuse for failure to co—operate with theG
police."

The application for compensation made by Mr. Prior was rejecTed

by the single member- of the Board on wo grounds. The first 'as on the

basis of hi previous tharar- er and the second -as that lr. Prior hadH
failed to dic1ose all he :-:ne': about the matTer-. The •.ay the sngIe -



member put it was that he was not at all satisfied that the Arplicant

had disclosed all that he knew about this mysterious incident.
A

So far as the Applicant's previous character is concerned, there

is no need for me to make any reference to it because the full Board,

before whom the arplication was rene'ged, paid no regard to it. The

full Board heard the arplication on the 22nd March last. There were
B

three members to that Board: Mr. Michael Ogden, Q.C. (Chairman of the

Board), Mr. Charles Whitby, Q.C. and Mr. Hugh Norton, Q.C. The Board,

therefore, was made up of an experienced team.

c Having heard the application and the evidence which was called

before them, which primarily consisted of evidence from the Applicant-

himself and that of a senior police officer, Chief Inspector Richardson,

the full Board dismissed the application. They gave an oral decision

1) there and then. So far as that oral decision is concerned, I take

/
as being an accurate account of that decision what is said about it by

Mr. EaJ.es, the Applicant's solicitor, who, from the notes tiat he made

and the notes of junior counsel, reconstructed as far as he could the

determination as announced by the Chairman of the Board, Mr. Ogden.

That determination reads: "The Applicant has lived out his previous

conviction and we pay no attention to that whatsoever. But wecan't make

an award. in this case. We come to the same conclusion as the single member.

F The applicant said that he thought that the Biristock mob had dhae it. We

reject the idea that this can possibly be as a result of these two articles

in the financial weekly. Why should he have been singled out on the basis

of a newspaper article alone. If not it must be something else. If
G

that be so why do you think the Binstock mob did it. It must have been

something else. At the end of the day we are not satisfied he has

disclosed all he knows about the background." Mr. Eales also says that

H
as to the reference to "singled out" no one could be certain of its place.

5.



In relation to hat was said, the only other material I have is
A

a very short note by the junior member of the Board, but I do not really

find that note of am:: assistance. It seems to me dangerous to rely

on a very truncated octe of that nature when I have got an attempt by

both counsel and solicitor to reproduce the actual words used by the
B

Chairman.

Subsecuent to that oral decision, a reauest for a transcript was

made. As I have already indicated, there was no transcript, but as a

c result of that reauest, a written decision was handed down. That written

decision was subsequent in events to the initiation of this application

and was dated the 18th June, 1982. It was signed by the Chairman.

So far as the first argument to which I have referred is concerned,

that largely, if not exclusively, turns on a passage in the decision to

which I must refer straight away. It reads: "We considered that the

facts in this case required us to consider both of these matters. The

burden of proof in xespect of each of them was on the Applicant (R v.

E - CICB ex parte lloyd. Judgment of the Divisional Court 14 July l98O); it
is the civil burden of proof, namely, balance of probabilities."

The reference to "both matters" is clearly a reference to the

-matters which are relevant to the issue under paragraph 17. So, it seems

F to me, that the decision is reciting that the burden of proof in respect

of those matters was on the Applicant. That is a surprising statement,

bearing in mind that this was a very experienced Board whocould be

expected to be very familiar with the case of lloyd, because that decision
G

makes it clear that whereas the onus is upon an Applicant to show that

he comes within the Scheme, that is, within paragraph 5 of the Scheme, the

onus, and I here insert legal onus, isot on the Applicant to show that

H paragraph 17 does not apply to the case.

6.



: have been provided with a transcript of the decision in the

A case of Lloyd. In that case, the Lord Chief Justice recited the argument

of counsel, Mr. Wright, that the Board wee in error in the way they had

in that case approached the provisions of paragraph 1?. Mr. Wright had

su':zitted that in placing, as the Board clearly did, the burden of proof

B in resDect of paragraph 17 upon the Applicant, the Board was rong. It

was his contention that to apply a burden of proof to the exercise

of a discretion did not make sense. He said nor did it make sense to

re:uire the applicant to prove that the Tribunal should not make an

C award".

Having recited that argument, the Lord Chief Justice said: "In

our judgment, the submissions of Mr. Wright are correct. It is for the

applicant to satisfy the Board under paragraph 5 that the various
D

ingredients of the claim are made out. If the Board are so satisfied,

then they must ask themselves whether, on the facts they have found, they

- consider that it would be inappropriate to make an order by reason of any

Of the various matters under paragraph 17. If the paragraph 17 matters
E

are evenly balanced, then it will not be inappropriate to award the full
amount and they will compensate the applicant accordingly. The same

considerations apply to a possible reduction of the amount of compensation.

"It is only on rare occasions that any question of the legal
burden of proof will arise. Occasions when there is no evidence at all
on the paragraph 17 matters, or when the evidence is evenly balanced, are

exceptional Moreover, the legal burden must not be confused with the-

G evidential burden. If there is prima facie evidence against the applicant

under paragraph 17, it is up to him to discharge the resulting evidential

burden."

The effect of what the Lord Chief Justice was saying in thoe

H paragraphs is agreed by counsel appearing before me, that is, that -so far



as paragraph 1? is concerned, initially t:-.ere is no legal burden on the
A Applicant.But, if evidence i put before the Board which shows a

facie case on circunstances which would make pararraph 17 applicable,

then there is an onus on the Applicant to show, on the balance of

probabilities, that those facts are not such as to bring paragraph 17
B

into operation.

Having indica:'ed that that is the proper atrroach as laid

down by the Divisional Court in the case of I return to what the

Board said in this case.
C

Mr. Brown submitted that because the decision was so obvious

after the decision on Lloyd and bearing in mind that the Board actually

referred to that decision, I should assume that they were referring only
to the evidential burden and not getting the burden back—to—front in

relation to the legal burden wider paragrarh 17.

I am bound to say that it would be extrememly surprising if
this extremely experienced Board were in fact mistaken as to the burden

F of poof in this matter with which they must have been exceedingly

familiar. However, it see to me that on a matter of this significance,
when there is a bold statement that the burden of proof in respect of
this matter is on the Applicant contained in a formal written decision,

F it would be wrong of me to infer that that statement is not to be given

its normal meaning and that the oard were referring to the rather
sophisticated position in relation to the evidential burden.

On this argument, I would find in favour of the Applicant and
G the question has to be considered hereafter as to whether or not, in the

circumstances of this case, that error, as I so treat it, is one which
means that this decision should be quashed.

I now turn to the second issue which is before me, which is, is
there material on the basis of which it was open to the Board to come to
the decision which they did?

8..



erd to :h nprroch n :e. , I :o:.r
A :o he or to Llovr3 ond to .he por—' L:-r

en -:hee he refers o he care of . v. Der::--: I--

. ±10 (io5) C.l. LA. -
plor:, L .J. $ai: 'These echnicrl -ules of everoe, , for— no

B oar: of 'he rues of natural stice. The rec,ji -e-'r ----
exerr: si—udcjal fun:io0s must bae hi ecisi-:; or lierce
means no more thor i must be lised or te-i hick :en-s lli' to
sho. the exis:erce or roo—ex- core of focts eievrt to the isrue to be

C determined, or to shor the likelihood or unlikelihood of the occurrence

of some future event, the occurrence of :hich 'ould be reevant. It means
that he must no: smin o coin or consult an astrologer, but
into account any nn:er-ial rhich, as a ratter of reason, has some probative

D
value in the sense mentioned above. If it is capable of vine any probatit

f. value, the :eight to be attached to it is a matter for the person to uhor
Parliament has entrusted the resporsibility of deciding the issue. A

supervisdry jurisdiction of the High Court does not entitle it to usurp this

responsibility and to substitute its o-.'n view for his."

I have already referred to the oral decision uhich '-:as given

by the Chairuan, so I uill no' refer to hat cas said in the written

F decisibn: "We concluded that the Applicant knew more about the incident

than he had told the police. T'-?o of us considered that the shooting had

probably been carried out by the 'Binstock mobs as the Aonlicant told the

police, and that the Applicant ne'-: it. The third Board gerber had no

G viec abOut the identity of the people responsible for the shooting; he

considered that' it uns possible that the Applicant ray have remained silent
for ':hat he regarded as 'security reasons'. We unanimously decided that
the Applicant had deliberately ithheld information from the police. Of

H course, it s impossible to conclude uhy the Applicant as shot and
hether or not it as because oforiduct on his part '-:hich -.'ouid couse

9.



ur- to refur-e sn a r' or: cuy-.

":ing co 1ue ht the Aoul:crnt die' no: —c-r.teA
the police in ths he :.'i.hheld inforr ior. fror th€—i, e ecide'] thz .t
'as inappropriate thot he should receive compenrtioii f-or ;ih1ic fundr."

Before proceeding rt�-ier, I should r1ra a.: oritior: to th f-tct
hr:. there are clear and obvious differencer be-'een h-. 'a onr:onpd

orally, according to the notes before ne, and ':ht ir sd as to he
conclusion of the Board in he rit:en decision. Bem-n in mind

the Board is au informal body, it arpears to e thtt y rriory concern
c should be with the written decision, which is a much fuller decisidn,

rather than with the oral decison. 'Jith a body of this nature, if they

had been asked, as sorr.etiroes is the case, for further rea.rons, one could

look at those further reasons. Having given an initia decision, the

D Board took the trouble to set out their reasoning in detail. It seems

to me, therefore, that I must have regard to the detailed, written decision.

That does not mean to say that I should pay no attention to the oral

decision. Mr. Sheridan was entitled to draw attention
E . to inconsistencies bet-'een the oral decision and the written decision

and rely on the oral decision to persuade me that this as a case where

-.
the court should interfere with the decision on the second basis to which

- I have made reference.

F at Mr. Sheridan says, th regard. to the written decision,

is that there just was not anything more, than, at the most, suspicion

here, and no iatenial upon '-hich, the Board, if they directed themselves

properly in relation to the onus of proof, ould have come to the
G

conclusion which they did. In relation to that conclusion, itj5 c-f course
the majority dision t.o '.rhich he primaril-y devoie his argument ecäuse

it is the reasoning of the majority.which must prevail over that of the

minority.

The evidence before the Board on this matter came partly from

10.



the Arplicarit and pcrtly frorr the Chief Inspector to I hv eA
reference. In giving his evidence (and here again I retu-r to the notes
prepared by r. Hales, on .!hich I prcpoe to rely for furthe conriderptio!
of this matter) the Arplicant told the Hoard of hir nedite rection

B to the shooting. The notes say: "Jfter the shootin' hir edite reactior
•

he expected the envelope to contain a telegram but it .• bla. He still

does not know who did it. He did say 'It'• the Binrtock mob'. e

repented this to the police. The reason why he said this the article

c in the Financial Weekly. He had cone back on Sturday oorning. He said
that this was at the front of his mind. He '.'as worried about it. His
interviews with the police had gone on for a lonR ti'. nd 'ere still
continuing. He was pressing them to try and find out ho did it. The
interviews with the police went on for some two months after •the shooting.
There was an armed police guard on the door of the hospital for some tine.
The police asked all about his background etc. He never refused to talk
to the police but since the police appeared not to be intereted. He

E said he definitely did not know who did it. He kept nothing back from
the police. The Head of Surrey C.I.D,. accepts this and has apologized
to him."

The recitation of the evidence in the written decision is asF
follows. "Immediately after the shootig, as he lay injured on the
floor, the Applicant told the police that 'the Binstock nob' had done
it. We attach importance to this; the truth is often told a: a time
immediately after an injury, either criminal or accidental, before theG
speaker has decided that another story will suit his purposes better."

When one compares that explanation with the note taken 'ôy the
solicitor, it is clear that there is no dispute that the .'tp;licant did

H say that it was the "Binstock nob" who had in fact done it. The only
issue is whether he said that prior to ying that c the police, or



'hether he said it imnedictely to the police. The notes sues th: he
A repeaed it to the police later. The comment made by the Bord :hich

:ould be equally applicable whether he said it to the police or whether it

was to someone else. The important thing is that the Applicant's immediate

recponne was that the Einsoc: mob had done it.
B

In giving his evidence, the Chief Inspecor demoriled the

Binstocl. mob as being "heavy". He ent on o s.y: La ralay h±s i
a punishment and a person .ho is punished normally :no - -h-.."
he added, "But Prior has been at. length to put. it to us tht he has no

C
idea. For some months I was of the opinion that he must kno-, t there

is no evidence now who did it or what it was about. I spoke to him a lot

since and now I am sure he probably does not know •:hnt is a.l about.'
So far as the last sentence is concerned, again, there is aD

slight difference between what is said in the solicitor's rote and what

appears in the decision. According to the decision, the ChiefInspector

had said that "he was almost coming to the conclusion that he probaly

E did iot know". What is mote, that is put in quotation marks, which

suggests that in giving that account of the Inspector's evidence, the

Board were citing from their own note of the evidence. They certainly

were not citing from the other note which I have, namely, the note

F prepared by the Clerk to the Board, because that is in different terms
from both that which appears in the Board's decdsion and that in the
solicitor's notes.

For the purposes of this argument, I will consider the matter
G on the basis that the note is right. I would, however, emphasise that

where the actual decision, as here, sets out a version, in the normal

way one would regard the version in the decision as being the one which

must be acted upon, because the onus is upon the Applicant to establish

H his case and where there is a conflict of that sort, one will. al-:ays rely



on the decision and ;!ill not allo' that to be con:' iced in

A nornal crcurstanres by extraneous evidence.

In addition to the evidence about the ipp?ican:'s irdicte

reactions, the Chief Inspector also said that "he thovght th::he dollar

premiuns business was a complete red herring and Prior never got close

B enough :o• the real villains o be involved". .'hen he 'as que5ioned by

r. Sheridan, the Chief Inspector said that he had "2;cken to Prior
at length and Prior had never refused to talk, not holding bck. The
only thing about which he was reticent was when he 'as as:ed whether he

C
owed anybody any money, and he admit ted that he had two County Court

judents against him." The Inspector continued: "Every±hing that Prior
said had been borne out by the police investigations." :de also

amplified that by saying that "he was satisfied that he was then and possib

is now reporting to Special Branch. They know all about Mr. Prior's way

of life and all the facts given to them by Prior will prove to be trne"
The Inspector CGncluded by saving that so far as other persons were

concerned, they could not be the ones responsible.

I can ummarise the Chief Inspector?s evidence to the Board in

this way. It was the Chief Inspector's view that there had not been a
concealment by Prior. Certaiy, on the bance of probabilities, if

F the decision as to whether paragraph 17 applied was to be that of the

Inspector, he would have, dealt with the matter on a basis which as

favourable to the Applicant.

However, the decision was not that of the Chief Inspector;

G it was that of the Board. The Board must be entitled, if the'e is material
• before them which justifies them in ding so, to come toa conclusion which

is different from that of a witness, eveii the witness is as responsible

as the Chief Inspector, particularly where it must largely be based on
H the opinion of the individual as supported by investiga tions, iñ this case



carried out by the police over a substantial period.of time.
-

The way Mr. Brown puts the case on behalf of the Board is as

follows. He says, first of all, that it is not in dispute that Prior

initially said that it was the Binstock mob who did it. That was a

statement which was made in conditions when it could have been an

immediate and honest reaction of somebody who knew the circumstances.

Secondly, he says, this was undoubtedly a "punishment job" and, as the
Chief inspector confirmed, normally a peron who is subject to such a

shooting will know who is responsible because, as the Bdard said, adopting
C the evidence of the Inspector, usually in a punishment shooting, the person

who was the victim would know who could be responsible, otherwise it was

pointless to do it.

To that has to be added the fact that undoubtedly the explanationD
which the Applicant put forward for his making the remark about the *

Binstock mob was one which t} Board did not accept. Perhaps that matter
appears most' clearly from the oral decision when it deals with his

'explanation to the Board that he thought the Binstdck mob might have, been

responsible because of newspaper articles about the mob.

In their oral decision, the Board said: "We reject the idea that
this can possibly be as a result of 'these two articles in the financial

F weekly." There, there is a reference to two articles. I have only seen

one, but certainly with regard to that one, I can well undertand how
the Board should treat as unsatiàfactory a suggestion that that article
could be inany wayan explanation for his immediate reaction that it

G was the Binstock mob who were responsible.

It is inherent in the Board's discretion that they did not accept

the evidence of Mr. Prior. They clearly regarded him as a witness whose

evidence was unacceptable; a witness who was not speaking the truth. They

H

14.



having formed that conclumion and having seen the Applicant, thee i
A no ay I can go behind it. That is a factor hich rtt be a�en into

acount in deciding '.±ether or not this man co—opered with the police.

Wt the situation anountF to is this. On the one hand, the:e

is the Chief Inspector's evidence and, on the other, there is the approach
B which the Boa:d adopted. The man had used the words relating to the

Binstock mob and he could be expected to know who ns responsible for

this shooting. He gave an ex-olanation for neiYioning the Binstock "ob

which was wholly unacceptable to them; they did no regard him as speaking
the truth. In a situation where he could be expected to know' t:ho was

responsible, the explanation for his not speaking the truth at least was
likely to be that he was concealing the true facts.

It seems to me that although I could very well understand
another tribunal taking a different view, it cannot be said, directing

myself on the approach adopted by Lord.Justice Diplock to which I have

referred, that there was no material to justify this decision by the

E Board. They had seen the witness, they had the statement with regard
-

to the mob and, on that statement, they could take the view that they

were satisfied, as they said they were, that the matter — and here I

rfer to the majority — was the responsibility of the mob, that Prior

knew it was and that that is why he made the remark. If they came to

that conclusion and there was material which entitled then o come to

that conclusion, then they could also go on to make the findings that

they did.

G I emphasise with regard to that conclusion the limited role

I have to play in relation to the second submiss±on which is made. It is

confined to doing no more than Lord Justice Diplock indicated. It is confi.n

to ensuring tiat there is evidence which is based on material which tends

to logically show the existence of facts relevan-t to the issue to be



determined. Having come to that conclusion with regard to the second

A ground of this application, what is the conclusion to which I come on

the first ground?

It seems to me that if the Board misdirected themselves, that

would only be a ground for interferring with the decision if it might

B otherwise have been different if the Board had not so misdirected themselves.

When. one looks at the written decision, you find this is not a case where

the Board were saying they were not satisfiedwith deciding the matter

on the onus of proof (it is true that those words were used in the

C
ral decision -but, as Ihave already indicated, it is the written decision

with which I regard myself as having to deal.)

The Board say they came to a specific conclusion. Once they

came to that specific conclusion, as the Lord Chief Justice made
D

clear in the passage to which I have referred, the legal burden of

proof in relation to the application of paragraph 17 is really not

iiportant. This was a case, once it was accepted that Mr. Prior had

said that he knew who was xesponsible at the outset, then, prima facie,

he was obliged to co—operate and tell the police all he knew. On the

approach that was adopted by the Board, he did not satisfy that onus.

Indeed, they came to a decision that he in fact knew more than he said.

F It seems to me that although I have come to a decision adverse to the

Board with regard to that statement as to the onus of proof, it

does not affect the decision, because the onus of proving — here again

referring to the legal onus — his case does not affect their reasoning,

and their decision would be exactly the same, applying strictly what- the

Lord Chief Justice said both with regard to the legal onus of proof

and with regard to the evidential burden of proof.
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Accord-n—lv, it seen to e, that this c;ir.:ion oul

A be diised.
N?. INON B?O: 'oul your Lordhip diris the nppliction th cot?
M?. SHE?IDAN: That I can say very little about, except t'nt there are

nerhaps strange circumstances. At the end of the d it doer not
ratter, if he succeeds on part of the anpeal, but yarr Lordship hsfull discretion end cn beer in mind the effect. In those circumrtances,

B I 'ould ask your Lordship to make such en order as 'old in yourdiscretion be right.

N?. JUSTICL JOOI2: I regard this as a case ':hich it y rerv proter to bringbefore the court and I propose to make no order as to costs.
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